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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

The Honorable John T. Conway
Chairman
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Chairman Conway:

Thank you and your staff for focusing our attention on the
structural degradation hazards in Buildings 776/777 and 771 at the
Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS). Your letter
dated August 3, 1995, addressed failure of both Department and
contractor personnel to recognize the safety implications of known
and apparent structural problems. The failure of the system for
identifying, evaluating and correcting deficiencies and the
potential for generic applicability to our aging facilities have
become more apparent as we have investigated this concern. While
our investigation is ongoing, this letter formally reports its
status and our plans within the time frame you requested. This
information was summarized in the briefings you received during
your September 26, 1995, visit to RFETS.

You asked that we provide a report that identified safety
implications, root cause and corrective actions for the problems
and a plan to characterize the extent of damage. The enclosure
contains direct responses to the specific issues addressed in your
letter dated August 3. 1995. A root cause analysls addressing
Rocky Flats Field Office’s (RFFO) failure to recognize safety
significance of the deficiency is attached to the enclosure. Also
attached is a set of action plans and schedules to evaluate and
correct deficiencies. Numerous related documents and reports are
referenced and can be made available to your staff. Development
of comprehensive corrective action plans, both for the Department
and for its contractors, will not be final until: 1) completion of
investigations into generic structural implications, mechanisms of
damage, costs and priorities of possible corrective actions:
2) development of a process for continued evaluation of
facilities; and 3) improvement of programs for the training,
assignment and sensitization of personnel to recognize the need
for full technical evaluation of material and operational
deficiencies. We expect to complete these activities by mid-
December 1995.
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~;eare aware that Recommendations 90-5. and 94-3. as well as your
;etters dated December 20, 1993, and August 3, 1995. all address
concerns over the current design and structural adequacy of our
aging facilities for projected future use. As was presented to
you in the briefings of September 26, 1995, we are plannlng to
accelerate the stabilization of hazardous materials and the
deactivation of the oldest and least capable facilities as a long
term means of reducing the risks to workers and the public. we
believe that this is the most prudent and reliable path to risk
reduction while concurrently minimizing the long-term financial
burden on the public.

We hope that your staff will continue to oversee our ongoing
evaluation and will contribute to our correction of the problems
in a timely fashion. tieview their contribution In this matter to
be most helpful. I encourage you to allow your staff to
communicate informally their observations to Mr. Paul Golan
(303-966-2879) of RFFO each time they inquire Into this matter
while on or off the site. I welcome your observations and ask
that you continue to keep me advised of the Board’s concerns.

This Information is unclassified and suitable for placement in the
public reading room.

Si erely

ll!~k
Thomas P. mbly
Assistant Secretary for

Environmental Management

Enclosure

.-<.



Structural Issues at Rocky Flats

The following isaresponse toaletter from the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

(DNFSB) dated August3. 1995, about Rocky Flats facility structural integrity concerns.

DNFSB letter requests a report which addresses three items. The three items are quoted

below with the responsive information following each:

I_he

9 “Safety implications of the problem and its root cause, corrective actions to be taken to

prevent a recurrence, and provisions for reviewing the safety implications of similar

problems as they relate to all chemical processing facilities at RFETS.”

Safetv Implications of the Problem, and Corrective Actions:

An evaluation of data obtained from facility walk downs. initial concrete core samples.

of non-destructive testing results. and re~’iews of the structures by the Rocky Flats

review

Environmental Technology Site (Site) and independent outside experts have been completed.

Kaiser-Hill (KH) and the Rocky Flats Field Office (RFFO) judge the catastrophic collapse of

the degraded portions of the Building 776/777 floor slab to be unlikely. The degraded portion

of the floor does not pose an imminent safety hazard to workers or public. The concrete

degradation and the failure to initially recognize the potential safety implications of the

symptoms represent a concern that requires further attention and follow up. The Site’s initial

plan of action to perform this follow up includes the following:

1. Lithium chloride spills have been prevented by the draining and removal of lithium

chloride solutions from air dryer units on site. This occurred during the 1990-91 time

frame. Since July 1995, the chemical inventory of the Site has been reviewed, and bulk

sources of lithium chloride removed from elevated storage areas with the exception of one

previously opened lithium chloride drum that remains to be removed from Building

776/777. The drum is stored on the slab in Building 776/777 awaiting results of sample

analysis. The analysis will determine whether tie drum will be treated as excess chemical

for disposal or disposed by normal waste processes. Lithium chloride now in concrete will

dissolve in the presence of water or in high humidity, so the Site is further evaluating the

mode of attack and transport mechanism for this chemical.
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Administrative controls are in place in Building 776/777 to restrict persomel access in

areas of concern (which includes areas above and below the observed degradation) and to

avoid conditions which could initiate shear or flexural stress increases in areas of concern.

A potential Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ) was declared in Building 776/777 as the

extent of the concrete degradation was difficult to adequately assess visually. The Site’s

initial assessments identified that the affected areas as less than 5 percent of the floor slab,

and thus of minimal probable impact to the overall structure and primary containment.

However. the indeterminate nature of the degradation mechanism has caused the Site to

postulate that a portion of the ,floor slab above Room 430, nominally 10 feet by 10 feet.

could separate from the ceiling, and fall through the overhead piping and conduit,

damaging a glove box located below. The subsequent release was conservatively analyzed

using maximum inventories in affected unsampled process lines (approximately 50 times

the expected value). This analysis determined that releases could exceed the authorization

basis for “anticipated” events.

This analysis conservatively bounds the more credible partial failure of the slab. The

partial failure might upset the existing ventilation pathways but all contamination would

continue to be drawn through two stages of High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA)

filters. minimizing any release. Partial or complete failure of the 10 foot by 10 foot slab

does not affect the analyzed fire safety basis of the building since the slab is not a credited

fire barrier. The safety credited features of this interior slab are being determined for use

in the potential USQ evaluation. The Plan of Action projects this determination to be

complete by December 13. 1995. The Site will attempt to complete this action earlier. but

the schedule is dependent upon the results of field testing that could reduce or increase the

amount of destructive testing required.

The Site is proceeding to structurally reinforce degraded areas in Building 776/777 to

support the original design requirement of 200 lbs/square foot loading. Reinforcement will

also contain potential concrete spalling that could injure workers and will permit the

expanded concrete core sampling in the degraded areas as delineated in the Plan of .Action.

This action provides mitigation of any potential catastrophic collapse of degraded areas,

and protects against the hazards that are being evaluated in the potential USQ.
.

Concrete testing of the second floor slab of Building 776/777 is being performed.



Previously completed testing has been expanded to include surface inspections. followed

by NDT investigations. This data \vill be correlated with existing and new destructive

testing data obtained by compression testing. chemical analysis. and petrographic

examinations of concrete. Analysis \vill include a comparison of concrete from degraded

and unaffected areas. This information will help evaluate mechanics of deterioration.

extent of the damage, and potential consequences.

6. The contractor. KH. has initiated actions to evaluate hazards and identify near term-

management actions to mitigate safety effects of the degradation. The contractor action

plans are in the first attachment.

Review of Safety Implications of Similar Problems:

Several

1.

‘)-.

The

investigations and actions are ongoing or planned:

“Historical Release Report for the Rocky Flats Plant” and the “Reconstruction of

Historical Rocky Flats Operations & Identification of Release Points” reports are being

reviewed and assessed against Portland Cement Association publications for spills of

chemicals that could have affected structural concrete. These documents provide a

detailed description of the processes that facilities used, as well as reported spills and

releases that occurred to determine if there are other similar type of problems that are

present in the facilities today.

Generic concerns such as the impacts of acid spills. adequacy of spill responses. and

responses to future structural degradation issues are being evaluated. The existing

chemical inventory is being reviewed for chemicals that appear to be in locations where

spillage could degrade the structural integrity. The identified chemical storage locations

will be inspected to determine if changes in storage methods or location are required. The

chemical spill response procedures will be reviewed to determine if the described response

and cleanup processes are adequate. A revision to the spill response procedures is

expected. This revision will require that a structural assessment be performed after

cleanup.

3



3. The contractor has initiated action plans to determine generic implications of chemical

induced degradation m facilities si[e *.vide.and to a program for structure maintenance.

These action plans are contained in the first attachment.

4. Rocky Flats has distributed a Safety Bulletin ,dctailing the structural degradation conditions

found in Building 776/777 to the rest of the DOE ‘Weapons Complex.

Safetv Implications of Root Cause and Corrective Actions:

The root cause of this incident and actions to prevent recurrence are curremly being worked

by both RFFO and KH. A root cause evaluation of failure to identi~ safety

implications/significance of this condition was conducted by RFFO and is included as

Attachment 2. To summarize the results. the root cause of this incident was that RFFO

persormei did not comprehend or recognize the potential significance of the apparent

symptoms. The indicated direct cause \vas RFFO personnel did not pursue a line of inquiry

necessary to identify and report the significance of the structural damage. Technical

inquisitiveness \vas not demonstrated. RFFO is developing a Conective Action Plan based on

these results that will be completed by October 20, 1995. Actions already taken included the

following:

1. In order to

understand

increase its ability to oversee the contractor. and to adequately discern and

technical issues. .RFFO has sigmficantiy augmented the initial training,

qualification. and continuing training programs of its Facility Representatives through

a Plan of Action which was completed in September !995. Activities already

compieted include:

a. Revising the Qualification Standard to augment training on fundamentals. casuaIty

response, and integrated facility operations.

b. Appointment of a new Division Director of the Facility Operations Division, who

has extensive Rocky Flats experience and qualified as a Shift Technical Advisor in

Building 707, ‘This individual was hired under DOE’s Excepted Service Program.

The Facility Operations Divkion, responsible for oversight of the nuclear facilities

at the Site, now has tweive

the plutonium and uranium

qualified Faciiity Representatives assigned fill time to

facilities. Three more Facili~ Representatives are in

4



training. The RFFO believes they have appropriate staff to support a technically

sound and inquisitive oversight program. which will also enhance information tlow

to the RFFO manager.

c. Assignment of mentors to Facility Representatives in training. Mentors were

chosen from across the site based on nuclear experience and/or experience as

qualified Facility Representatives. The mentor is expected to spend 2-4 hours per ,

week with the candidate until that person is qualified. The benefit of this action is

to facilitate the transfer of knowledge, information. and expectations in the

qualification process.

d. Establishment of a continuing training program. Facility Representatives are

required to attend weekly continuing training conducted by senior individuals from

across the site. The benefit of this training is to focus attention on identified

weakness (i.e., nuclear physics. radiation health effects. authorization basis. etc. )

and emerging operational issues (ie.. structural integrity, thermal stabilization.

RADCON manual requirements, etc.) to the Facility Representatives on a routine

and continuing basis.

e. Weekly facility walk downs with the Assistant Manager for Facility and Material

Stabilization with the Facility Representatives to review building status and

evaluate the Facility Representative. s technical competence and familiarity with

their building.

2. RFFO is compiling “Facility Health Books.. to document hazards. liabilities. and

current conditions in nuclear facilities. In addition to documenting facility conditions.

Health Books provide a “tickler” regarding key information and safety issues for a

facility. For each issue, the facility is described as to area affected. sensitivity, effects,

corrective actions required, compensatory measures implemented, and point of’ contact.

Health Books also provide senior management a tool to regularly review facility

hazards and to keep them aware of issues in nuclear facilities. In addition. these

books are used in the training and qualification of DOE Faciiity Representatives.

Health Books are in a preliminary stage of development at this time and will be

maintained by the Facility Operations Division.

5



3. An improved communication network has been established which better links the

Facility Operations Division with Health and Safety. ‘Engineering, Nuclear Safety, etc..

Also. there is a wider distribution of occurrence notification reports from the Facility

Operations Division to other RFFO organizations and the on-site DNFSB staff

representatives as well as a hi-weekly summary of significant occurrences that Facility

and Material Stabilization distributes across the Site.

A similar root cause analysis for failure to identify safety implications/significance. is being

conducted by KH and is scheduled for completion on October 27. 1995. This analysis will

examine multiple hypotheses including whether all elements of the needed system are present.

whether the system relies heavily on the judgement of a single or few individuals who

perform expert evaluations. \vhether structural issues are more technically challenging to

evaluate than other emergent issues. and \vhether there is a shared expectation that existing

issues have been properly evaluated. so that they do not need to be revisited. Corrective

actions that have already been taken include:

1. KH has developed a process flow chart, Attachment 4, which depicts the process used

to evaluate potential structural concerns. This process is being used to evaluate the

structural issues identified in

Building 771

contains appropriate check points to evaluate the need for escalation of

will be included and described in text in the Programmatic Structure

Plan (PSMP). The PSMP will describe the method for determining

This process

concerns. It

Maintenance

priority of action plan recommendations. This prioritization of actions will take into

account the future missions of facilities at the Site. The PSMP will consider the

Material Condition and Aging Management guidance of DOE Standard 1073 -93-Pt.2

Guide for Operational Configuration Management Program including.. .Materiai

Condition and Aging Management..

2. As described above, the “Historical Release Report for the Rocky Flats Plant” and the

“Reconstruction of Historical Rocky Flats Operations & Identification of Release

Points” reports are being reviewed and assessed as is the

procedures. In addition, the existing chemical inventory

adequacy of spill response

is being reviewed for

6



chemicals that appear to be in locations where spillage could degrade the structural

integrity.

Complete results from the root cause and corrective action plans will be made available when

concluded.

● “Corrective actions to be taken to ensure functional capability and operability of

affected safety systems in the building.”

As discussed above, the Site is proceeding to structurally reinforce degraded areas in Building

776/777 to prevent longer-term potential concrete spalling and mitigation of potential

catastrophic collapse of the degraded areas. This reinforcement also protects against the

hazards that are being evaluated in the potential USQ. Affected safety systems include

overhead piping (possibly the fire suppression system). conduit (possibly the criticality alarm

and monitoring system. fire detection system. SAAM system, etc.) and glove boxes/filter

plenums (primary containment).

● “A plan that outlines the steps necessary to properly characterize the extent of the

damage and safety ramifications of the degradation of the structural integrity of the

floors and supported safety systems.”’

The Site is executing a program plan to characterize the extent of damage and safety

ramifications of the degraded structural integrity of the floors and supported safety systems.

The plan provides the actions necessary to determine the degradation mechanism. the extent of

the darnage, and the resulting safety implications of the condition when the potential USQ

was declared. The concrete analysis results will provide the data necessary to complete the

evaluation of the July 25, 1995. identified potential USQ. The action plan is contained in

Attachment 1.

Safety ramifications are being assessed in the conservative analysis used in the potential USQ

evaluation. The current configuration has been reviewed by an independent concrete

structural expert. The concrete structural expert concurs with ICI-I’Sassessment that Building

776/777 does not represent an immediate hazard. During the period while the planned actions .

are determining the degradation mechamsm and extent, administrative controls and ongoing

repairs provide protection which augments the safety basis. Einergertt structural issues, such

7



as potential changes to these conditions due to continued degradation. will be detected by the

building occupants and reported using the Occurrence Reporting or other applicable programs.

Safety systems are not directly affected by this degradation. Future postulated events. such as

a potential partial slab failure. assume continued structural degradation. Potentially affected

systems include the fire detection and fire suppression system. the criticality alarm and

monitoring system. the SAAM system. and containment.ventilation systems. The Plan of

Action to determine the affected area and degree of degradation will determine if the safety

function or safety systems of the building structure were compromised. This information will

be reported in the closure of the potential USQ declaration and the associated occurrence ‘

report.
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August 24, 19!25

K.4!5ER”HILL
‘, :., .

95-RF-06652

L. W. Smith
Assis;an:h?anagerforFacilityand hlatenalStabilization
~o~, ~;=o

KATHSNE !SSUE IN BUIL51NG 776- GMV-061-95

Ref: (a) L. W. Smith Itr (09664) to G. M. Voomeis, Same Subject, July 3, 1995

(b) G. M. Voorheis Itr, GMV-01 8-95 to L.W. Smith, Same Subject, July 12, 1995

(c) G. M. VoorheIs Itr, GMV.-O36-95 to L W. Smith, Same Subject, August 3, 1995

(d) G. M. Voomeis Itr, GMV-044-95 to L. W. Smith, Same Subject,Augus; 7,1995

p!JfqD~q=

The pur~cse ofthisletteris to provide the status of the Kathene response action plans as of
AuguS? 24, 1995.

B,4CKGR0LJN!3
Degracatlofioisteeldeckingand concretehas existedinBuilding77&777 in Iocalizec areas of
the seccmc fioor slab and was identified and reponed by the previous contractor. This
deterioration potentially has resulted from excessive heat associate with the fire in 1969 anc
spillage over the years of Katnene (lithium chionoe) from Kathabar units previously used ai
the siw for air d~ing purposes. Kathabar unitswere used 2s Dart of the building
dehumidification svstem aurmg the years 1965 through 1990. These units have beer? taken
out of serwce, tne Mhiurn cnlanae (Ka!henel chargs drained from the system and, in mww
cases, syslsms have been f;ushe5 ana c]eanec out. The units themselves have nc: u&n
physisallv removed. Walkdowms o: the secona flaw reveal concrete degraaatlon a~peanng
to emanate from the vicinily o; tne units.

Cm July 3, 1925, Kaiser-Hill received a letter from DOE, RFFO, Reference (a), requestm~ that
we conauc; & comarehensi ,Ie evaluation of tne condition of concrete 0eieri07at10n 0! Euiiaing
776,777. D2Z, RFFO requesied th~i Kaiser- i-iiil answer a numtber of Kathene-reiatec
queslions lG proviae betterceiinitionofthe nawre of the problem and to provide a Plan of
Action (POA) for cnaraciefizmg and resolving the l~entified cancerns. Kaiser-i-iill responded in
Reference (u) v;ith answers !O the specific cuestions and a preliminary POA. Subsequently,
References (c) and (d) provmed amplification of this POA.

Su M\AAqY AN!3 CO NCL. ~llq!Q~q

Easec on tfie Implementatlan o; these PO% and moependent outside expert reviews.
Kaiser-i-lit! remains convinceo tna: the a~gramci cmcrete condition in Building i7G1777 is nm
an imminent hzzard because ca:astr~phlc collapse of the degraded portions of the floor s;ab is
judged tobe unlikely.However, we continue to evaluate the condition as POA tasks z:e
completed. Eased on comp!eted actions, we continue to confirm thai there is no unnecessary
risk to the public or cc.iaca!ec! worker.

...-.
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Art.ecnmenl 1
96-RF-0665Z

Page 1

PERSONNEL SAFE=’ AND IMMEDIATE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS:

Objective: Confirm the hazard assocla~ed with the 2nd-floor concrete, and define the

hazard mitigation actions to be taken for the pro~ection of personnel and equipment, and

other near-term management actions.

This plan addressed immeaiate concern assessment of Building 776/777 2nd-floor slab

structure integrity. Its objective is to confirm the general condition of the slab and

establish priority of this faciiity ’s condition relative to other facilities at RFETS with similar

Kathene-spill histories and to take immediate actions to safeguard personnel safety and

protect property within the faciiity.

Two additional Plans of Action (PO AS) are”also In preparation. These Plans of Action are:

1 ) Perform a disciplined and detailed analysis of the current condition of Building 776/777

relative to 2nd-floor slab integrity and proDose recommended corrective actions which are

necessary and sufficient to protect personnel, property and public safety forthe duration
of the faciliry’splanned mission. 2) Concurrently investigate similar occurrences (spills) at

RFETS and assess generic structural implications associated with these spills.

All information obtainedto date has consistentlysupported and confirmed the proposed
Plan of Action.

TASK

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

1. Task: Perform independent expert

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

sxruc; ural L. McGovern Completed
reviews of avaiiabiedata and per~orm v:sual 7!27/25
inspections to prioritize areas of hig,hest

concern InBuilding776/777 and to iclentify
those which require immediate attention ~o

minimize tne potential for structural failure in

local regions.

Deliverable: Verbal exit interview notes, to be

confirmeo ny final Trip Report of the retained

concrete structural expert (CSE).

Comment: Confirmed initial areas of concern

are over Rooms 154 and 430 and imminent

collapse is not likely in the absence of in]iiating

events such as a seismic event, other extreme

NPH, or significant floor vibrations induced by
improper equipment operations.

Plan-lmmedlale Actions
Kathene Spill Investlgatlon

Revision 1
AUOUS124. 1995



TASK

NO.

?-.

3.

4.

5.

TASK DESCRIPTION

Task: System Engineers walkdown Building

776/777 to determine material and systems

risk.

Deliverable: Memo containing notes of

walkdown identifying utilities or systems al

risk.

at

Comment: Provided initial assessment for Task

3 review.

Task: Perform preliminary conservative safety

significance study using bounding postulated
failure scenario of a 2nd floor slab section.

Deliverable: Preliminary calculation documents.
Comment: Although the preliminary

calculations indicate postulated dose rates are

comparable to the existing Authorization Basis

for Building 776/777, due to the preliminary

nature of the analysis, DOE, RFFO has been

informed that a potential USC) exists.

Task: Extract core borings in the three graded
regions identified by the Olson Report to obtain

visual assessment of degradation to support

site and expert assessment of structural

condition.

Deliverable: Photographic prints of three cores

correlated to the Olson Repon (Figure 1 )

coordinates.

Comment: Eorings showed concrete in~egrl~y
corresponding ro NDT results.

Task: Obtain Kathabar Manufacturer’s

information on manufacture, additives, and

corrosive properties to determine expected

corrosion properties, foruse in evaluation of

observed degradation.

Deliverable: Fact sheets or notes of telecon

copied to L. McGovern.

Comment: Data sheet showed LiCi corrosion

of reinforced concrete should be expected if

not protected due to chloride attack on steel.

RESPONSIBLE

MANAGER

H. Saunders

N. Cathey

L. McGovern

Alt.ecnmenf 1

S5-RF-06662
Paoe2

DUE

DATE

Completed

7,’17195

Completed

7;25/95

Completed
7.i’~2/~j

L. McGcwern Compieted

7/1 1/s5

?Ian-lmmedmte Actions
Kathane Spill Investigation

Retis)on 1

AUQUSt 24, 1995



TASK

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

6. Task: Obtain Portland Cement Association

(PCA), American Concrete Institute (ACI), 8nd
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL)
Lithium Chloride corrosiveproperties data

bases for use in evaluation of observed

degradation.

Deliverable: Fact sheets or notes of teiecon

copied to L. McGovern.
Comment: Previous corrosion history was not

found on file by these organizations, however

they reported LiCL corrosion may mimic road
salt effects.

7.

“’?.
j

.4-

8.

9.

Task: Perform chemical analysis of cores from

Task 4 to obtain preliminary assessment of

chloride, chromate, and pH levels in each area

tc support expert assessment of structural

condition.

Deliverable: Laboratory report on chemical

analysis for each core.

Comment: Levels of chlorides and lithium were

found to be increasing corresponding to level of

core deterioration. Chrorrtates were found in

all samples.

Task: Implement Shift Order to provide

administrative controls necessary tc resvict

personnel access in areas of concern and to

avoid conditions which could initiate shear or

?Iexural stress increases in areas of concern.

Deliverable: Shift Order 776-95-01, Rev. 9

Comment: Area access and loading

restrictions have administrativelyminimized
immediate hazards to personneland equipment
from concrete deterioration.

Task: Remove Kathene product drums ~rom
2nd floor to eliminate bulk sources available for

further spills,

Deliverable: Memo from Ml. Franz stating

completion of removal.

Comment: Bulk Kathene removal eliminates

future Kathene spills initiating additional

corrosion. .

Altecnment 1
95-RF-06652

page 3

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

L. McGovern Completed

711 3/25

L. McGovern Compieted

7/27/95

W. Franz

Ml. Franz”

Completed
7/1 5/95

Completed

7/14/’55

Pian-lmmedia:o Actions.
Kathene Spill Invesugation 3

Revision 1

August 24, 1995



7ASK

NO.

10.

il.

,- ,

J_.+

TASK DESCRIPTION

Task: Walkciown review of Kathabar areas in

other Facilities at RFETS to verify current

condition is of lesser concern than Building
776/777.

Deliverable: Walkdown notes from Buildings

707 and 779 with summary assessment of

visual condition relative to Building 776/777.

Comment: Walkdowns confirmed priorities

established in Tasks 1 and 2. Structural

corrosion staining was observed in both

buildings707 and 779 and willbe evaluated in

the generic implication POA. Due to

prestressed reinforcement in Building 707,

priority review by CTL is scheduled.

Arta:nmen! 1
96-RF-06652

Page 4

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

L. McGovern Compieted

8;24/95

Task: Review final Trip Report of the retained L. McGovern Completed
CSE to ensure remaining actions are consistent 8/10/95
with documented CSE opinion.

Deliverable: Memo stating required changes.

Comment: Provided recommendations for one

additional area (Task 20) and expansion of the

subfiooring coverage.

i 2. Task: Review and modify, as necessary,

current sub-flooring design over Rooms 154

and 430 to allow immediate installation.

Deliverable: Reissue E037402.

Comment: Design completed 8/3/95 and EO
issued for distribution on 8/1 0!95.

13. Task: Design standard sub-f iooring (200

lbs./sq. ft. design loading) package for future

use in additional areas identified as neecilng

sub-flooring.(eg Room 127 and 134).
Deliverable: issue Engineering Order

Comment: E037542 available for use.

14. Task: Complete installation of sub-flooring

(200 Ibs.kq. ft. design loading)over
Room 430, for original scoped areas(provides

contingency support under severiy rusted

decking).

Deliverable: Report of acceptance inspection of

installation in Room 420.

Comment:

t-!. Saunders Compieted
8103f95

H. Saunders Compieted

8/8/95

L. McGovern 8/31/95

Plan-immediate Actions
Knthene Spill Invectlgauon 4

Kevision 1
August 24, 1995
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TASK RESPONSIBLE DUE

NO.

15.

16.

:7.

18.

19.

20.

TASK DESCRIPTION MANAGER DATE

Task: Modify existing installed sub-flooring L. McGovern 9/1 5/95

(200 lbs./sq. ft. design loading) over Room 154

as necessary, based on Task 12.

Deliverable: Report of acceptance inspection of

installation in Room 154.

Comment:

Task: Develop and implement corrective action L. McGovern 9/28155
for RCRA/structural remediation of area over

Room 127.

Deliverable: Report of acceptance inspection
of installation in Room 127.

Comment:

Task: Develop detailed Plan of Action to L. McGovern Completed
conduc; a disciplinedanalysisof the 8/07/95
mechanism of attack,extent of degradation,
and potentialcorrectiveactions.
Deliverable: Plan of Action, incluoing project

logic diagram.

Comment: Delivered in letter S5-RF-06260,

G.M. Voorneis to L. W. Smith.

Task: Develop detailed Plan of Action to L. McGovern Completed

conduct a disciplined analysis of the generic 8/07195

implications due to Kathene or other chemical

spills at RFETS.
Deliverable:Plan of Action,includingproject
logic diagram.

Comment: Delivered in letter 95-RF-06260,

G.M. Voorheis to L.W. Smith.

Task: Conduct Root Cause Analysis of

programmatic issues surrounding this

occurrence.
Deliverable:Root Cause AnalysisReport
Comment:

Task: Complete subflooring installation over L. McGovern 10/15/95

Room 134 in response to concr~te strutural

expert review.

Deliverable: Report of acceptance inspection

of installation in Room 134.

Comment:

T. Buhl 9/12 CJJ95

:
--

Plan-Immediate Actions

Kathene Spill lnvecugation
Retislon 1

ALWS1 24, 1995



At Incnmenl i
95-RF-06652

Pege 1

PLAN OF ACTION

EFFECTS OF KATHENE AND OTHER CHEMICALS ON STRUCTURAL
INTEGRITY OF ROCKY FLATS BUILDINGS

ACTIONS TC DETERMINE CONCRETE ~EGRADATl~N RQOT CAU SE ANG pATH

FORWARD:

OBJECTIVE: Determine the root cause of the concrete degradation and produce a .
proposed Dath forward plan for hazard mitigation based upon the buiiding and sne

missions. This plan specifically investigates Buiiding 776/777 conditions. The pian will

include actions to be taken for the protection of personnel and material, inciuding the co-

ioca~ed worker and the public, and for compliance with RCRA and OSHA regulations.

Tasks to identify the generic implications of spilis are included in the Generic implication

Pian of Action.

The tasks are organized into five task sets for purposes of organization. They are:

TasKs 1- 9 Set 1-Data Collection and Assessment
Tasks 10-14,31,32 Set 2-Site Physicai Sampiing
Tasks 15-17 Set 3-3ata Correlation

Tasks 1 S-22 Set 4-Structural/Loading Analysis
Tasks 23-30 Set 5-Graded Path Forward implementation\

$ This plan inciudes the actions necessary to compiete the evacuation of the potentiai USQ
.-’

-- deciaredon August 2, 1995.

!f, during the implementation of this pian, actions are identified that need to be compietec

on a more aggressive scheduie are identified, those actions will be started and the plan

modified appropriately. All activities compieted to date have consistently confirmed the

proposed plans of action are appropriate.

TASK RESPONSIBLE DUE

No. TASK DEscRlpT]oN MANAGER DATE

.
:

=*
.-.-”

1. Task: Obtain resuits of Non Destructive L. McGovern Compieteo
Testing of concrete in Building 707 K.athene 7)17/95
spill areas.

Deliverable: Olson report enti:ied

“Nondestructive Testing investigation,

Concrete integrity Evacuation, Second Floor

6uilding 707, Rocky Fiats Plant, Goiden

Coioraoo” dated June 8, 1990.
Comment: Repon states concrete in generally

good condition and quality. Some delamination

of the concrete topping on the twin-tee flanges

was indicated.

Plan--Concrete Degradation Root Causa

Kathane, Spill Investigauon
Revision 1

Augusr 24, 1995



TASK

No. TASK DESCRIPTION

.
L. Task: Contact other Kathabar users to

understand operating experiences (DOE &
Industry).
Deliverable:Telecon notes.

Comment:

Altachmen: 2

95-RF-06652

Page 2

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

L.McGovern 8/31/95

7d. Task: Evaluate “Report on Investigation of fire B. Campbell Compieted
Building 76-77, ROCKY Flats Plant, Golden 8/2?/25
Colorado, May 11, 1969” forpotentialfire
heating or flame contact relative to corrosion

locations.

Deliverable: Floorplan overlaymap of potential
fireaffecledareas.
Comment: Several Kathabar unitswere over .

the fireaamaged area. Temperatures from the
firewere sufficient to p~tent~ally affect

concrete. Core sample thin sections will be

evaluated to determine if the concrete was

affected.

4. Task: Evaiuate post fire decontamination L. McGovern Completed
processes (including potential acid use) to 8/21/95
corrosion sites.

Deliverable: Floor plan overlay map of potential

acid decontamination affected areas.

Comment: Suiiding 776 decontamination

protocols were and are the same as used in
other buildings. ” No bulk acid deconiamlnation

outside glove boxes could be verified, althcugh
hydrochloric acid was used inslcie some

gloveboxes. No floor plan overlay was

produced since there were no acid

oeconratmlnated floor areas, therefcre the

report of the investigation will be used as the

deliverable.

x
w. Task: ProSuce overlaymapping of the Building C. Caimi

776 2nd floor, which includes locations of

structural steel, rust or corrosion coverage,

equipmem locations and observed concre~e

surface defects, for incorporation into the

“Concrete Sampiing, Testing and Evaluation

Plan” {CSTEP).
Deliverable:Baselineoverlaymaps.
Comments: Overlays were provided 10
ConstructionTechnology Laboratories.

Completed
8/’21/95

Plan-Concrete Degradation Root Cause

Kathene Spill Invest] gauon 2
Revision 1

.
August 24, 1995



TASK

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

6. Task: In[tial “Concrete Sampling, Testingand
EvaluationPlan” (CSTEP) submitted by tne

Forensic Concrete Testing firm.

Deliverable: Copy of Initial Plan.

Comment: The plan as provided identified a

technique that could potentially minimtze the

duration and cost of the NDT testing, which

accelerates the core sampling schedule.

7.

8.

a<.

Task: Expert Structural Peer Review (ESPR) of

results to date and the “Concrete Sampilng,

Testing and Evaluation Plan” to confirm scope

and direction is appropriate.

Deliverable: Memo of Review and comments.

Comment: Concrete Structural Expert

essentiality concurred with the pian with minor

comments.

Task: Revise the CSTEP as necessary from

ESPR Review to incorporate comments.

Deliverable: Revised plan for impiementation.

Comment: The comments were incorporated as

appropria~e.

Task: Prepare Baseiine Change Proposal to
fund “Kathene Evacuation. ” (i. e. known

expenditures resulting since ~uly 3, 1$?95 Dius

the mitigation and evacuation activities

associated with the Kathene issue at RFZTS).
Deliverable: SCP forsubmittalto the Si[e
Change Controi Board for approvai.

Comment: Funding is budgeted for the
remainder of fiscai year 1995.

~lan-Concr.ste Oegradauon Root Cause
Kathene Spill Invesogntton 3

A!tacnmen: :

Bb-Rc-06652
PaQe 3

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

K. Griffin Completed
8/10/95

B. Evans

K. Griffin

K. Griffin

Completed
8/14/55

Compieted

8116/95

Completed

8/1 1/95

Revision 1
August 24, 1995



K
TASK DESCRIPTION

set ~.sit~ Phvsical Samnlinq

Task: lMeasure siab integrity forareas
Identifiedinthe CSTEP using the ASTh4 “Chain

Test” supplemented by Impact Echo Analysis.

Deliverable: Overlay map displaying test

results.

Comment:

Ari8cnmen: 2

95-RF-06652
Pege 4

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

K. Griffin 9/29/95

Task: Obtain core samples from room 154 and K. Griffin
others as described in the CSTEP.

Deliverable: Core samples in accordance with

the CSTEP delivered to laboratory.

Comment:

Task: Perform compression tests of concrete K. Griffin

cores as described inthe CSTEP.
Deliverable:Compression lestdata sheeu.
Comment:

Task: Analyze metal and concrete samples

described in the CSTEP for chlorides, pH,

chromates, sulfatesetc.
Deliverable:Analysisdata sheets for each

samde.

Comment:

Task: Prepare and analyze thin section of

as K. Griffin

K. Griffin

10/20/95

1 1/27/$?5

1 1/27/S5

11/27/95
concrete and metal 2s aescribed in the CSTE?.

Deliverable: Photographs and written analysis
for each sample.

Comment:

,..-

--Concrete Degradation Root Cause
~ene Spill Inveatlgation 4

Revision 1
AuOust 24, 1995



TASK

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

Task Set S-Data Co rrelation

15. Task: Evaluate the NDT measurements with

chemical analysis, core thin sections and

compression test results to determine if NDT

correlation to concrete condition is possible.
Deliverable: Analysis report for inciusion in the

Structural Report.

Comment:

16. Task: Determine areas of concrete or rebar

degradation and rate of degradation. Overlay

existing and projected degradation on previous

baseline mapping.

Deliverable: Overlay maps of degradation and

projected degradation.

Comment:

17. Task: Perform a root cause determination of

the observed concrete and rebar degradation

mechanisms for use in the structural anatysis

and hazard mitigation plan.
Deliverable: Written results of the root cause

determination process.

Comment:

Task Set ~-Structura l/Loadina Analvsis

18. Task: Determine the functional requirements

of the 2nd floor slab based upon the existing

authorization basis. This wil! be used to

evaluate the declared potential USC.

Deliverable: Memo transmitting the functional

requirements.

Comments:

19. Task: Using the data produced, evaluate the

abiiity of the 2nd floor slab to satisfy the

authorization basis requirements.

Deliverable: Written evaluation for inclusion in

the structural report.

Comment:

Plan-Concrete Oegradauon Root Cauca

Kathene Spill Invasugation 5

RESPONSIBLE

MANAGER

K. Griffin

K. Griffin

T. Buhl/

K. Griffin

C. Caimi

K. Griffin

&:tacnmenl 2

36-RF-06652

pe~e 5

DUE

DATE

12/11/95

1211/95

1217195

12/11/95

Revision 1
August 24, 1995



TASK

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

20. Task: Compiete a Safety Anaiysls, using the

functional requirements evacuation, determine

the effect of the actual concrete degradation

and its impact on Building 776 authorlzat]on

basis.

Deliverable: Compieted USQi).

Comment:

Artacnmen: 2

S6-R~-06662
PaOe 6

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

G. 12/13/95
Zimmerman

21. Task: Compiete notification of RFFO regarding G. 12/15/95
the potentialUSQ deciaredon August 2, 1995. Zimmerman
Deliverable:Memo to DO E/RFFO s~ating status

of US(3 issue.

Comment:

Tesk Se? 5-Graded Path Forward

22. Task: Determine the future mission W. Franz/

requirements for Building 776, particularly the E. Lee

degradation affected area, for use in the
Programmatic Structure Maintenance Pian
(PSMP).
Deliverable: Memo statingMission space
requirements and durations.
Comments:

12/1/95

23. Task: Determine the functional re~uiremen~s C. Caimi 12/5!95
of the 2nd fioor siab based upon the projected

remaining mission authorization basis. This wiil

be used to evaluate the installed repairs.

Deliverable: Memo transmitting the functional

requirements.

Comments:

24. Task: Provide a scope to remove the Kathabar C. Caimi
units.

Deliverable: Written scope of work.

Comment:

25. Task: Provide a cost estimate to remove the

Kathabar units using the scope from the

previous task.

Deliverable: Written estimate for removal.

Comment:

P(an-Concre~e Degradation Root Cause

KeWene Spill Investigation 6

N. Sproies

10/1/95

11/1/95

Revision 1
August 24, 1995



TASK
NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

~fj+ Task: Perform an evaluation of the present

leak-control effectiveness of the existing

drained,flushedand out of service condition.

Deliverable: Memo stating current and

potennai ieakage impacts.

Comment:

27.

28.

--

29.

30.

Task: Perform independent reviews of the

structural calculations forrepairsinRooms

127, 154, and 430 for adequacy to restore
functional requirements capability for the

projected mission as defined in an earlier task.
This wiil confirm the resolution of the potential

USQ is maintained in the future.

Deliverable: Memo containing record of review

and resuits of review.

Comment:

Task: Issue StructuralReport containingTask
Set 4 resultsinciudingrecommendation for
High priorityand programmatic repairsor
upgrades.
Deliverable:Structu;aiReport
Comment:

Task: Forward the Structural Report

recommendations into the Programmatic

Structure Maintenance Plan (PSMP).

Deliverable: tdemo of transmltral.

Comment:

A?tacnmen; :

95- RF-066E:

Page 7

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

C. Caimi 11/1/95

C. Caimi 12/1/95

L. McGovern/ 2/2/96
C. Caimi

L. McGovern 2/?3/96

Task: Prepare “Kathene Issue Resolution 9. Evans
FieporT” for potential tjistribu:ion DOE Cotmplex-

wide as e “Lessons-Learned” information

no~ice.

Deliverable: Report and ietter of transmittal to

DOE/RFFO.

Comment:

2;28!96

Plan-Concrete Degradation Root Cause

Ka!hene Spill Invetmgation
Revision 1

August 24, 1995
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Artacnmem 2

95-RF-06662

page 8

TASK RESPONSIBLE DLJE

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION MANAGER DATE

v. Task: Install expanded subflooring coverage in L. McGovern 91’28195

Room 154 to preclude potentially influenced

area concerns, assuming continued degradation

of the second floor slab.

Deliverable: Report of acceptance inspection

of installation in Room 154.

Comment:

22. Task: Install expanded subflooring coverage in L. McGovern
Room 430 to preclude potentially influenced

area concerns, assuming continued degradation

of the second floor slab.

Deliverable: Report of acceptance inspection

of installation in Room 430.

Comment:

Plen--Concrete Degradation Root Cause
Kathene Spill Inveattgatlon

10/15/95

Revision 1
August 24, 1995



Altacnmenr 3
S+5-RF.06rj5~

Page 1

PLAN Q: ACTIUN

EF?EICTS OF KATHEN~ AND CT+=,.q IC+EMICALS ON STRUCTURAL
INTEGRITY Oc fiOC\<Yc~ATS BuILDING~

ACTIONS To DETERMINE C-~NEqlr lM=l_l:LTl~Ns OF SDILL~ CjlT~WlD~:

OBJECTIVE: investigate historic and potential spilis sitewide to determine the generic

structural implications for input to the Programmatic Structure Maintenance Pian (PSMP), ”

This plan Investigates site impacts other than Building776/777.

If,duringthe implementation of thisplan,actionsare identifiedthat need to be compieted

L. McGovern 9/1 5/95

on a more aggressive scheduie are ioentlfiea, those actions will be started and

modified appropriately.

TASK RESPONSIBLE
NO. TASK DESCRIPTION hJANAGER

1. Task: Perform a review of kathene Spill areas L. McGovern
in 707 and 779 to identify any 1) High priority

mitigation requirements or 2) Programmatic

mitigation requirements.

Deliverable: Memo stating results of the

review.

Comment:

2. Task: Perform a revieyv of the “Historical

Release RepoR for the Rocky Flats Plant” to

identify potential spills of Iiauid that couid

impact structures on sire.

Deliverable: Memo s~at[ng results of review

and listing chemicais involved in tne spills of

significance.

Comment:

3. Task: Perform a review of the “Reconstruction L. McGovern
of Historical Rocky FlatsOperations &
Identificationof Release Points” report to

identify potential spills of liquid that couid

impact structures on site.

Deliverable: Memo stating results of review

and listing chemicals involved in the spills of
significance.

Comment:

the plan

DUE

DATE

8/24/25

9/1 5/95

Plan--Generic Implications
Kathene Spiil Investlgauon

Revision 1
AuOust 24, 1995



TASK

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

4. Task: Produce a listing of all liquid chemlcais

in quantities greater than 5 gallons.

Deliverable: Listing from the chemical

inventory database.

Comment: Dated August 2, 1995, there were

2056 containers out of 55,000 plus entnes.

5. Task: Evaluate the chemicals (including brines)

listed in Tasks 2, 3 and 4 for concrete effects.

Deliverable: Memo stating name, voiume and

Iocatlon of each chemical that wouid attack re-

inforced concrete.

Comment:

6.

7.

8.

10.

.:
;

--.~

Task: Perform, prioritized by hazard, a review

of S’;stems and Components potentially
impacted by the chemicals identified in Task 5.

Deliverable: Memo stating proposed
remediation for all chemicals that appear to

represent high hazards in their facility

Iocanons.

Comment:

Task: Issue Generic Implications Report (GIR)

including recommendations for future actions

for Inclusion in the “Programmatic Structure

Maintenance Plan (PSMP). ”

Deliverable: Generic Implications Report.

Comment:

Task: Perform a Safety Screen/USQD of the

Generic implication Report.

Deliverable: Safety Analysls/USQ2 of the GiR.

Comment:

Task: Expert Structural Peer Review (ESPR) of

results lo date and the Genenc Implication

Report.

Deliverable: Memo of Review and comments.

Comment:

Task: Transmit GIR and Buiiding 707 .

recommendations into the Programmatic

Structure Maintenance Plan (PSMP). ,

Deliverable: Memo of transmittal.

Comment:

Pian-Gener!c Imphcauons

Kathene Spiil Investlgatton 2

Attacnmen: 3

96-RF -0665Z

pege 2

RESPONSIBLE DUE

MANAGER DATE

D. Costaln Comdeted

8/7195

L. McGovern 10/4/25

L. McGovern 11/1/95

L. McGovern il /15/95

G.

Zimmerman

B. Evans

11 /30/95

12/5/’25

L. McGovern 12124195

hewsion 1
August 24, 1995



TASK

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION

Ii. Task: Concrete forensic experts perform

Building 707 Top/Underside Inspection.

Deliverable: Inspection Report.

Comment:

L:lacnmen: 3

95-RF-06652

Page 3

RESPONSIBLE DUE

MANAGER DATE

K. Griffin 10/20/S5

12. Task: Issue the “Assessment/Recommendation K. Griffin 1 1/10/95

Report for Building 707” for Expert Structural

Peer Review (ESPR) with the Gl~ in Task 9.

Deliverable: Memo of transmittal.

Comment:

‘3.0’
-=

::,

Plnn-Generic Indications
Kathene Spill Invesngation

Revision 1
AUgUSl 24, 1995



Allacnmenl 4
95-RF-06652

Page i

PLAN OF ACTION

~FF~cys Of= KATH~NE AND OTH~K CHEMICALS ON STRUCTURAL

INTEGRITY OF ROCK’T’ FLATS BUILDINGS

AC-IONS TQ PRODU CE THE PRO GI?AIVIMATIC CTRUC~U~E MAINTENANCE PLAN

m:

OBJECTIVE: Produce a Site path forward plan for hazard mitigation based upon the

building and sire missions. The plan will include ac~ions to be taken for the protection of

personnel and material, including the co-locatec worker and the public, and for compliance
with RCfiA and OSHA regulations. Tasks to disposition the generic implications of spills

are included as dlrectton for structural responses ]n the event of future spills.

If, during the implementation of this plan, actions are identified that need to be completed

on a more aggressive schedule are identified, those actions will be s~arted and the plan

mooifieo appropriately.

Ail actjvit]es completed to date have consistently confirmed the proposed plans of action

are appropriate.

TASK RESPONSIBLE DUE

NO. TASK DESCRIPTION MANAGER DATE

1. Task: Evaluate for inclusion in. the L. McGovern 2/1 6/96

programmatic Structure Lfaintenance Plan

(PSMP) the Structural Report recommendations

and provide closure for these

recommendations.

Deliverable: Letter slating how each

recommendation is oispos[rioneo in tne
Programmatic Structure l~alntenance Plan

(PSMP).

Comment:

2. Task: Evaluate for incluslon in the

Programmatic Structure tdaintenance PIan

(P~MP) the Generic, Impacls Report

recommendations and proviae closure for these

recommendations.

Deliverable: Programmatic S?ructure

Maintenance Plan (PSMP).

Comment:

L. McGovern 2/’1 6/96

.
-

Plan-Structural Maintenance Plan

Kathane Spill Invesugauon

Revrsion 1

AUQUSt 24. 1995



TASK

NO.

4.

5.

6.

7.

TASK DESCRIPTION

Task: Produce for inclusion In the PSMP a

process plan for dealing wltn structural

concerns including post spill responses.

Deliverable: Programmatic Strucrure

Maintenance Plan (PSMP) Process Section.

Comment:

55. FiF.05652

Ptpc2

RESPONSIBLE DUE
MANAGER DATE

L. McGovern 1 /5/96

Task: Issue the PSMP that dispositions the L. McGovern 2/23/96
Structural Report and Generic Impacts Report
recommendations.

Deliverable: Programmatic Structure

Maintenance Plan.

Comment:

Task: Expert Structural Peer Rewew (ESPR) of E. Evans

results to date and the PSMP to confirm scope

and direction is appropriate.

Deliverable: Memo of Review and ccmments.

Comment:

Task: Revise the PSMP as necessary from

ESPR Review to incorporate comments.

Deliverable: Revised plan for implementation.

Comment:

L. McGovern 3/1 /96

Task: Prepare Baseline Change Proposal to K. Griffin

fund Programmatic Structure Maintenance P!an

(i. e. the remaining known expenditures

.essociated with the mnigatlon of the Kathene

issue at RFETS).

Deliverable: !3CP for submittal to the Site

Change Control Board for approva!.

Comment:

3/1 5/96

Task: Implement the Programmatic Structure L. McGovern funding
Maintenance Plan. plus 30
Deliverable: Approval notification of BC?. says

Comment:

.-.
:

--4
d-.

Plan--Structural Maintenance Plot-t

Kathene Spill Investlgatlon

.

Revision 1
AuOust 24, 1995
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ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS REPORT

[ Kathene Issue in Building 776 ]

1. PURPOSE

Standards.Performance and Assurance (SPA) was assigned the rask of pefi-onning a “root
cause analysis” perm.ining to the de-gradation of the ioaa-~ng floor in ‘Building 776
(i.e., DXFSB katiene issue).

2. SCOPE

The anaiysis was designed to determine what sequence of events and causal facIors
allowed the potential structural inte=girykatiene issue in Building 77610 go unrepom.d to
the Office of the Manager.

3. APPROACH

The overall approach taken was to gather information. construct the sequence of events,
analyze the events 10 identify erroneous actions, inappropriate inactions, and investigate
why errors and inactions occurred. Speci.t3c focus was placed upon examming the flow of
information up the chains of command (within RFFO ma the Contractor organizations) and
the ini”onnation flow between the conuac[or and RFFO.

3.1 Data Collection and Chronology of Events

The data collection effort was timed at answering, 10 the grea[est degree possible, the
following questions:

Q When did information regarding the situation ‘become available?

“ Spectically, what was the available information?

. To whom was the information made available?

. What actions were taken in response to the information (i.e. rqmtig, corrective
actions, etc.)?

Interviews were conducted with sixteen (16) RFFO employees and five (5) connactor
employus. The RFFO interviewees were from the following organizations: Facility and
Material Stabilization; Environment, Safety and Health; Site Support and Security, Project
Management and Engineering Training and Development; and the Office of the Manager.
Contractor pemonnel interviewed were from Building 776 operations, Technical Support,
and Enginee@.

Intewiewees provided a substantial amount of documentation, ranging horn internal
comespondence to maintenance work packages, which constituted the primary objective
evidence used by the team. Interviewee comments not supported by documentation or
other interviewees were disregarded.

Date: 9~1/95
Revision :1



ROOT CAUSE ANAL}’SIS REPORT

[ Kathene Issue in Building 776 ]

The Chronology of Events was developed from the objecuve evidence obtained by the team
and is inciuded as Attacnmen~ 1 to this repon. 1?is cle~- from this ch.ronoiog!~ tiat
knowledge of tie situauon was available for approximately one and one-half ~ears prior to

RFFO receiving formal noti.ikauon of a suuctural problem. In addiaon. the cnronoiogy
shows that RFFO was fomnaily nod.fkd nearly five months prior to the Defense INuc]ear

Faciii~ Safety Board (DhFSB) staff’s tour of the building.

3.2 Analysis

The analysis phase unlizd the Events and Causal Fac[or Analysis techniques defined in
DOE-hT-STD - 1034-92, ROOI Cause Analysis Gu”dance Documens, and the Direcr
Derivation method The sequence of events were ploued along a rime line, and se~egated
according to whom [he event was directed (i.e. conractor, DOE, or DhTSB). Points were
identified on the [imeline where certain actions should have occurred but did no~, such as
the preparation of an Occumence Repon UIaccordance with DOE Order 5000.3B, The
timeiine dispia})s clear poin~s of oppormu~ for ‘both DOE md the contractor TOraise
questions regarding the significance of the situation m butiding 776/777,

The second pornon of the anaiysis phase revolved deten-nining why actions that should
have occurred did not. This invoived analyzing the use of exisung Site progams such as
the:

● Inte-gatd Work Conrol Pro-g-am (TWCP)

● Plant Action Tmcking System (PATS)

. Sitewide Commitments Management Program (SCMP)

. Occuiience Reponing ana Processing System (ORPS)

. Unresolved Safety Question Determination (LTSQDj

. Nonconfo~ce Repons (NCR)

The team reviewed pmmhms and documention rekuive to the Karhene problem to
deurmine whether the cited programs were us@ and if so, whether they were ustxi in the
appropriate and umtxt manner. In addition, the team also performed additiond interviews
to idendfy the specific training proviaed to RFFO pxsonnel who had potential knowiedge
of the situation. The team sought to determine whether or not RFFO persomel had
sufficient “knowledge of

- plant progmms and their proper usage

structural problems and their impkations in nuclear facilities.

2

Date: 9D1/?35
Revision :1



ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS REPORT

[ Kathene Issue in Building 776 ]

Attachments 1 through 4 were designed to demonwmte the relationship between events,
progmms. and the impac[ on tie reporsmg of the issue.

3.3 Inform

The B-776 Root Cause AnaJysis Report identifies the one (most) direct cause and rcm[
cause reiated to thekid-mm/ SUUCtU~ issue in Building 776.

The “roo[ cause” is the acmal stopping point in the assessment of causal factors. 1: is the
place where, with appropriate inter-action, the information will be used as a baseline for
correcuve action, process improvement and lessons learned.

4. COA’T’RIBUTIh’G FACTORS

A. Building 776 personnel lacked the knowledge base pertaining
to the nuclear faciiity authorization basis.

Buikiing management did not recognize the technical and structural
si=wificance of the ceiling degradation. The use of safery pre-screen. Safery
Evaluation Screen (SES) and Unresolved Safety Question Determination
(USQD) processes could have potenualiy provided tie link for Upepmiing
the deficiency (i.e., missed opporruni~ies).

Proper safety / issue screening and development of an action plan that addressed the
actual nuclear facility structural deficiency (i.e., based on the” safe~ significance,
load bearing capacity or occupancy hazard) would have potentially increased RFFO
n-iiagement awareness of the problem The actual flwr deterioration en-tieezing
“evaiuadon” failed to link saferv imd.icarions/rzuniticaions, suucmm.1 inte.griry
issues and the facility authoriz&on ‘basis KOfacilitate si=@5cance awareness and
repordng by building management

B. Failure of building management to issue an Occurrence Report.

RFFO and conuactor personnel did not believe and occumence repofl was
necessary. lt was aiso statui by more than one int.eniewee that an occumnce
report was not required since the situation was already entered into the IWCP for
correction and was being tracked in the PATS (as a RCIW deficiency).

The (kcurrence Report was prepmed only when the “floor” in B-776
became a DNFSB issue. It should be noted that the initial Occurrence
Report failed to capture the significance of the underlying “occupancy
hazard”.

3
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ROOT CAUSE A\ ALYSIS REPORT

[ Kathenelssue in Building 776 ]

The lack of interorganizational communication within RFFO
with respect to the kathene issue in B-776.

Line management possessed knowledge of the RCRA relatti ceiling
deficiency In 1994. In adainon. forrmu notificauon of suucmral damage
wu provided to RFFO line management in January 1995. This information
u’as no[ communicated to support organizations (engineering, safety and
maintenance) that could have proviotd the technical expertise for assessing
the suucruml and safety signtilcance.

The cument s!wem contains no winen guidance defining v’hat information
must be repomd to the Manager.

D. The SCMP Procedure. P04-SChfP-16.00, does not provide for the
integration of deficiency reporting systems or changes in concern
significance.

Engineering “deficiency reports” (i.e. work control forms) were prepared for tie
kathene issue in buikhng 776, but were not caprured by the SCMP (which utilizes
PATS). This resulted in a ciisconnem ‘between the actions plans, occurrence repcm
with respect to the structural deficiency>’. In addition, the acuon plan in PATS was
revised three times with no change to the categorization (i.e. high, medium, or
low).

5. DIRECT CAUSE

RFFO personnel did not pursue a line of inquir~ necessary to identify and
report the significance of the structural damage in B776/777 as a result of
historical Kathene leakage. Throughout the process, the required level of
“technical inquisitiveness” was not demonstrated. “RFFO failed to pull the
string!”

KFFO persomel were aware of the situation in the comext of a “RCW4 deficiency”. That
is how the situation was originally identified by the contmctor, and how it continued to “M
identified in the PATS despite the realization by the contractor that the problem was more
si@canL When RFFO received formal nordicaion of the suucnxal problem it focused
its questions on the corrtxdve actions being taken. Tle contractor had a c.mmxtive action
plan developed, it was being tracked in the PATS, and suffkient funding was srated to be
available to complete the necessaxy repairs.

Contracmr personnel expressed a belief that und.1destructive tests were completed there
was no way to verify the claim of suuctural tige to the facility. WFO did not
sufficiently challenge the contractor’s position.

4
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ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS REPORT

[ Kathene Issue in Buiiding 776 ]

6. ROOT CAUSE

RFFO personnel did not comprehend or recognize the potential significance
of the structural probiem.

RFFO persomel aware of the situation were not well versd in the area of su-ucrural
eng~eefig. IrI ~&rion, ~el-e was a failure to recognize the relationship of a suuctural
problem to the faciliry authorization basis. The failure to perceive the significance of the
situauon (a strucruml problem in a nuclear facii.irv) coupled with a focus on RCRA
compliance and comecuve measures precluded notification to the RFFO Manager.

Date: 9fOlE15
Revision :1
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Attachment 1

[ Kahene Issue in Building 776 ]

Kathene Spill

Identified as a RCRA Deficiency

07/08/93 Work Control Form . Recomm.~ “~ion:
Work Control Number: TB069040 Suppon ;eiling Per
Building 777, L-14 Col. 1st Floor Smlcnrl ~n~neer.

P
———..--u L1

Ceiling;o Room 430 shows damage in: GUkknCL.
resuiung fiorn past Katiene and/or
water le-ks. Ceilings must be in good
condition to comply witi RCRA Permit.

Faciliry Representauve Aware of Problem

08/03/93

02/10/94

02/10/94

Memorandum To Systems Engineexin: This memo super-
From Architectural I%gineering sales memo HLS -
WkW Srnp/Se~tit Ceiling Area 043-93 issued 7/14P3
Bufiding 776~77 HLS-048-93
An additional step has been insened
allowing strucrum.1 engineering to do an
inspection after cleaning the damaged areas.

Corrective Action PIMY See Attachment # 2
Commitment #: 94-000273, Revision: O
Various locations in Buildings 776 & 777
Repair the ceiling in Buildings 776 & 777,
in specific areas where deteriorated.

Comaive Action Plan See Attachment # 2
Commiunent #: 94-000273, Jle vision: 1
Various locations in Buildings 776& 777
Repair tie ceiling in Buildings 776& 777
in s~lc areas where deteriorated.



10/12/94 Memorandum To Facility Manager, B776
From Waste Reduc[ion Engineenng
S-ubiect: Building 776/777 Kathene
Damage on the Second Floor-CPC-WS-94
To provide preliminary Engineenng
assessment of polen[ial damage due to
Kathene ieaks on the second floor.

11/01/94

11/03/94

11/03/94

12/13/94

IP.2194

Memorandum To Faciliry hlanager,
Building 776, From \Yaste Reducuon
Enzineerinz, T] 301
h!kL ‘~~n-Des~ctiveTesun:
Secona Floor In Building 776 For
Possible Concrete Darna~e, CPC-052-94

Corrective Action Plan
Commitment #: 94-000273, Re\tision: 2
Various locations in Buildings 776 & 777
Repair the ceiling in Buildings 776 & 777
in specific areas where aetenorated.

Associate Deputy for E.M-30, Dhf and
AMOWM Toured Building 776
No Mention of Strucrurai Problem

ABC and RFFO Manager Toured B776
No Menrion of Structural Problem

Letter to AM, Operations and Waste
Management, DOE/RFFO,
Fmm Director, Waste Management,
EG&G, Subiect: Compliance With The
Mixed Residue Permit - TGH-497-94

It appears that some
concrete damage has
occurred. The con-
crete is deformed and
Lhemetai pan on the
underside of the con-
crete has rusted thru.
The reinforcing bar in
the concrete may also
have corroded and
possibly damaged the
structural integriry of
the second floor in
this area.

To provide Building
Operations with
Engineering’s recom-
mendation to obtain
an NDT contractor
(Olson Engineering)
to determine suuctur-
al inte.tity of the
concrete.

See Attachment # 2

Stated thatrepair of
the ceiling in B776/
777 will not be com-
plete.



D-4m

01/06!95

01/16/95

Non-Desmctive Testing Investigation
Floor Slab Integ-nry Evaluation
Second Floor, Building ’776
Prepued by Olson Engineering

Memorandum To B776/777 Facility
From CiviL/Smctum.l Engineering,
B 130, and Waste S1orage & Disposal
Engineering, T1301
fikt: SUUCtmd Evaluation Of
Damaged Concrete Ceiling In Residue
Stoxage Areas of Building 776/777 -
STK-00%95

01/24/95 Engineering Order Type HI
GES Engineering Design Package
ProjectWCF Number TB069040
Buildings 776D77
Srnp/Seai/Paint Ceiling Areas

01/24/95

01/25/95

Considerable ae+m-
dation of the concrete
exists on the surface
and underside of the
elevated second floor
slab due to Lhe highly
comsive effects of
Kathene. A steel
angle base support
for the I@hene unit
in tie vicinity demon-
stratai severe degra-
dation. The re-bar is
also des@ed thereby
perfomrung a~ a re-
duced capacity.

Work Conrrol Form Recommendation:
Work Control Number TO08 1046 Repaint Rusted/
Repaint Ceiling Stiaces in Rooms Deteriorating Areas
131, 134, 154, 127 and 430, B776
Ceilings to be in good condition to
comply with RCIL4 Permit.

Letter To AM, Operations and Waste Structural evacuation
lvlanagemen~ DOE/RFFO, indicates one area in
From Waste Reduction and Assay Room 430 of 777 has
Building 776
Subiect: Ceiling Deterioration in

sustained Suucnlral
damage.

Building 776/777 - WAF-012-95
Updates the status of the ceiling
deterioration. Completed compensatory
measures required to protect regulated
drums, obtained a suucmral evaluation,
and identified corrective measures.



02/01/95

oy14/95

()~/14/95

RFFO Aware of Problem Based on
Communications wl[h the Conrac~or
Satisfied with the Connactor’s Actions:
--Conective Action Plan Developed

And Being Tmcked in PATS;
--Engineering (Conuactor) lnvoived

And Comective Acnon Being Pursued;
--Funding Available to Correct Problem.

?vlemorandum To 776~77 Facility
From CivilASuuctural Engineer, B 130,
and Waste Stomge and Disposal
Engineering, T1301
e: U~d~td Structural Evaluation
of Damamd Concrete Ceilinp In Residue
Storage heas Of Building 777-
STK-007-95

Memorandum To Building 776/777
Environmental Coordinator
From Building 776/777 Waste
Reduction Assay En=gineenng
-: D~ag~ COnCXE[eCefiing
Due To Leahng Kathene From Kathabar
Leaking In Tne Past.

Cmective Action Plan
Commitment #: 94-000273, Revision: 3
Various locaaons in BuiM.inzs 776 & 777
Repair the ceiling in affectd”a.reas of
Buildings 776 and 777.

05/11/95 Work Control Form
Work Control Number TO083 150
Building 776, Rwm 154
Concrete ceiling above Room 154 is
damagedfrom past kathene leaks ilom
kathabar system on 2nd floor.

Communicates the
same structural eval-
uation of 01-16-95.
Propos@ remedial
actions are being
Implemented vlthin
the bounds of WCF
W_B-069040.
Authorizui personnel
may access the area
with protective “Hard
Hats.”

Olson Engineering
performed hDT on
the L-14 area and
submimxi a report
confirming bad con-
crete. Work Order
#TO08 1046 addresses
srnpping, sealing and
paindng. Work Order
#113069040 addresses
installing support
under concrete slab.

seeAttachment

Recomrnendanon:
Install structural steel
shoring on the under
side of the 2nd floor
above Room 154 at
column line K-2W



05/25/95

06/14/95

Engineering Order
GES Engineenng Design Package
Pro-iect/WCF Number: TO083150
Building 776, Room 154, Shore ceiiing
Inwall suuctural suppon above Room 154
on concrete ceiling.

Work Conmol Form
Work Control Num’her: TO083628
Concrete Ceiling Above Ropm 127 Is
Damaged From Put Kathene Leaks
From The Kathabar System On The
Second Floor, Building 776

06/2 1--22!95 Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
Wa.1.khrough of Buiiding 776i777

06/28/95 Memorandum To Distribution
From Engineering and Safery Senices,
B130, Su%iecr: Draft Action Plan For
Deteriorated Concrete in Building 776-
DPS-079-95

07/03/95 Memorandum To VP, Special Material
Management and Integration, Kaiser-Hill
and Facility Manager 776~77 and 779,
Subiect: Kathene Issue in Building 776
Safe Sites of Colorado

Recomme dation.:
Install stru;ruml steel
shoring on the unaer-
side of the 2nd floor
akve Room 137 at
Column K8

Disrnbution:
Cairni, Franz. Jr.,
Gilmour, Jr., Ken,
Saunders, and
Zimmenm.n
Three separate repair
packages have been
issued. The repair is
essentially a corruga-
ted metal and beam
subfloor sys[em to
suppon the localized
areas of deterioration.
The repair does not
remm the siab to its
ori-ginal design
capacity.

Transmits RFFO &
DNFSB Staff ques-
tions/concerns re-
garding the Kathene
issue in B776/777.



07/10,’95

07/12/95

07/15/95

07/25/95

08/03!95

08/05/95

OCCURRENCE REPORT (Re~l. 0)
# RFO--KHLL--SOLIDWS1-1 995-0001
Ceiiings Degraded
Buildings 776/777,
Rooms 127, 154, 430 & 134

Letter to AM, Operations and Waste
Management. DOERFFO
From VP, Special Material hlanagement
and Integration, Kaiser-Hill
Subject: Kathene Issue in Building 776

SFUIT ORDER NUMBER 776-95-01
Revision Number 7
Bamcaded Egress on First Floor of
Building 776~77 Under and Around
the Kathabar Units on the Second Floor.
Prevents Access to all Kathabar Units.
Hard Hats and a Radio are required.

OCCURRENCE REPORT Rev. 1)
#RFo--KHLL--soLIDws1995900010l
Ceilings Degraded
Buildings 776/777,
Rooms 127, 154,430 & 134

Letter to Thomas Grumbly
From Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Bo@ Concerning the
Strucru.ral Integrity of Buildings
771 and 776f777 at Rocky Flats

Action Item to RFFO and Kaiser-Hill
M DNFSB Letter on SUUctura.1
Integrity Issues

va]ua[ior,: \’/A

Consolidated re-
sponse 10 questions
submitted by RFFO
and the DNFSB.

Evaluation: The condition
of the structural slab
warrants more detailed
and intensive invesuga-
tion for final disposluon
of the issue.

Provides obsemarions
developed by tie
DNFSB and an OUt-
side expem The
Board requests that
DOE provide a report
within 60 days.

Advises of the letter
to Thomas Grumbly
and provides the
questions requiring
a response. Also irl-
cludes leuer to AM,
FAMS, from Kaiser-
Hill providing Back-
ground, Su mmary and
Conclusions, Discus-
sion and the Plan of
Action.



Attachment 2

[ Kathene Issue in Building 776 ]

INFORMAL REPORTING 1 1 on RFFO R~ o

,Kdhene Damage B-776 2nd Floor I ● Didno[provide a’’cross-walk’’ to tie
~formal reponing swem ts) (Occumence
~Repornng, Sitewloe Commitments

. Memo (CPC-048-94) 10/12/94 Management Program - SCMP or Non-
~Conformance Repon - NCR 3 )

obvious concrete damage
~● Failed 10 up-grade tie “safet}r”

● Memo (STK-004-95) 1/16/95 i significance classi!’icauon of the kathene
! related deficiency (i.e. wcupancy hazard)

-proposed remediation suggested

. Memo (STK-007-95) 1/16/95

-repairs L~A/W lf’CF #TB-069040

FORMAL REPORTING ~ Cf on RFFO Rem

Ww ..wwienci.. 3-??6 .: . .........” ..”::.::. i ● Failed 10capture tie “safery si.gificance”
of tie structural deficiency for a nuclear

● SCMP Corrective Action Plan facility (i.e. occup~cy hazard)
(94-000273)

Rev. O - Rev. 3 ~● Memo’s & WCF’S were used to repon
and control the “ceiling” repairs without

● Work Control Forms (WCF’S) : using the SCMP “action plan” process

● Occurrence Report 1 (ORP’S) ● ORP’S did not address the authorization
basis, USQ, or occupancy hazard potential.

● Occurrence Report (Rev. 1) ~ ~
I ● Did not reference or include the more
t “safety” significant i~ems reponexi in the

“internal” contractor memo(s)

I ● Reporting focused on RCRA compliance
I as opposed to a nuclear faciky structural
I deficiency

1The conuacmr genermx! the CkcurrenceReport after it becamea DNFSBconcern.
2The conuacmr revised the Occmmce RepoKand indicatedthat the condition of thestrumrai slab wanarmsa mon decaikdand
intensiveinvestigation.
“ WX’s are used for reporting Vital Safety Syslem deficienciesonly



Attachment 3

4c~ Plan h~ll . . (94.OQO” , . ]777

[ Kathene Issue in Building 776 ]

1.+.-)A 1 Ln., ,, - , r-l .,,. ., J . . . . . . - , ..”,,”&>,..

Re\. O (2/10/94) Provmc a scheduied Revlsc acuon plan ior CompieLe tic work J. M. Bower
Place IWCP No. TB completion dale for lWCP NO.TB 06mo scopeof IWCP No. TB M. R. Parker
069040, “Repau tic TM’CP “Reptir tic 10reflect complrmon 0590$0, “Rcpau the M. R. Greene
cedin~ in budchng ccihng ]n buildlng dale ceiling in building
776E77, where 77677?, where 776/777, where
dctenorawd’”,m I.hc detmoratcd”, baxd on dctlmomtd.
Mainumance Acuon LhC hfAC schtxtulc.
Center fhflAC’I.
Ret. 1 (2/10/94) Pro\Ioc a scncdtied Revise a:uon plan for Complete the work J. M. Bower
Place IWCP No. TB comolcuon dac for nVcP No,TB 0690-1o scopeofITVCPNo.TB M. R. Parker
069W0, “Repar W I’W’CP“Repro r.hc 10refica compleuon 069040, “Repaw t.hc M. R. Greene
cciimg m budchng ceihn: in building dale ceibng m buildlng
77W77, where 776717, where 776/777, where
deu.norated”, in the dermorati”, W on de.tmoraui.
hlamtenancc Acuon the MAC schululc.
Cenler (MAC).
Rev. 2 (11/03/94) A. A. Dye

\mplele the work J. M. Swaru
+e of IWCP No. TB

0Q9W0, “RepaMthe N/A E/A N/A
ceiling in budding
77W77, where
dexezicnted”’.
Rev. 3 (2114/95) Subrnn change ccmrrol install a metal plate over Sctape and pWIt W. A. Frat’Iz
Complete job planning action LOrequest EM 30 entranceto Area 2 in remainingareaswhere J. M. Sww
to prmde an escunateof funti since it is a RM 430 where the corrosion exists. This
Cosu. compliance aa.ion. xmosion ISmost severe includes Rooms 154,

and support the plate to 134.127, and 430.
I-beams.

&gr)e Of WOr~
.

Thisaction plan addresses the steps necess~ to assure the condition of the containment building (Bldg.
77~77) for regulmed units is adequate to meet permit conditions set forth in the Part B Modification to
the State RCFL4 Permit. The steps necessary [o complete the cm-recrive ation are addressed in IWCPS
related to completion of comxuve actions.



Attachment 4

SChfP/IWCP

Factor U’or-

[ Kathene issue in Building 776 ]

IWCPfWCF REPORTING 3 on Remr~ Oc

Kathene Damage B-776.2nd Floor i ● Failed to communicate the safe~’
significarlCe of tie concrete cie&gmaationin

Engineering Orders relation to the nuclear facility authorizauon
basis (i.e.. USQD).

Work Control Forms
i.e.. Deficiency Report) , ● Did not provide a “link” for updating the
- TO083150 formal Acuon Plan in Sitetide
- TO081046 CcnmrniunenIs Akmagement Program
- TO083628
- TB069>W0

\ (SChlPj.

I
● Faded to iaenuf!r and uansfer ‘he safety

I Engineering “Action Plan” ~sic@.c7cance or mitigation of potential

Ref. DPS-080-95 MEMO - Snyder to ~OCCUpmCy hds 10 SChlP (e.g., Shift
Franz 6-29-95) ! Order 77695-01)

● Did no[ provide a link to up.graae tie
deficiency status (i.e., snwctural deficiency
VSRCRA violation)

SCMPIORPS REPORTING 4 Ct cm Ret)oUin. o Is ws

&cRA peficje,riq’ ““ .................. ....... .............. .....
,:...B=776:...: ..::,,:,;. I “ Did no: address the potenual for posing

an occupancy hazard or potential impact on
● SCblP Corrective Action, Plan the “authorization basis” for a nuclear

(94-000273) faciiity (i.e., USQD).
Rev. O - Re\’. 3

t ● Failed to capture the safety signiilcance
● Occurrence Report 1 and ra.mifations involving the inteG@v of

B-776 floor slabs and pornons of the
● Occurrence Report (Rev. 1) ~ vendation system

● Did not reference or include the more
safety si.q.ificant “issues” reported in the
conmimor’s internal memo(s),..

● Reporting focused on RCIU4 compliance
as owosed to a structural deficiency

I The contractorgenerated the Qxxrrcmce Report after it became a DN_FSBmrm%n.
2 The cxmua.cmrrewsed tie Occurremx Report and indicatedthat the condmion of the smumm.1 slab wanants a more deui.led and
inumsive invesrigauon.
“ Siwwide commmnenrs ManagementFrogiam and W~k Control Form

,tegraumWork Control Program amd Oc.cumeru Reports



SAFETY BULLETIN-Rev. 1
September 26, 1995

ISSUE

TIE Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS) has obsemxl potential strucmral

degra&tion in its Pu processing facilities due to previous leaks and spills of aqueous Lithium

Chloride. As a result of this potential s@uctural degdation, RFETS has declared a potential

Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ. We are currently in the prcccss of investigating the

magnitude of this issue across the site.

BACKGROUND

Aqueous Lithium Chloride (hereafter refcmxi to as LiCl), was used as an air drying agent in air

drying units from [he mid 1960’s through 1!390in three Pu processing facilities at RFETS,

specifically Buildings 707, 776/777, and 779. We are assessing the effec[s of LiCl as pan of our

continuing investigation of rhe structural integrity of the aforementioned buildings. LiCl is neural

in warm and is a salt of hydrochloric acid (HCI). The actual pH could be slightly more acidic or

basic depending on the contaminates in [he air. HC1 is neiher added to LiCl nor produced as a by-

product of the air drying process. LiCl is ve~ soluble and exhibits ionization (Li+. Cl-) when put

in water. Solutions as high as 3(.)-40 wt% were used in the air drying process.

The coxrosion found at RFETS was initiated when the LiCl spiils diffused into the concrete floor

slabs and chlorine ions came in contact with the reinforcing steel. Typically, in reinforced

concrete, there is a passive oxide film on the surface of the reinforcement steel which prevents

corrosion. The chloride ions in LiCl have the ability [o destroy this protective film. The ensuing

reinforcement steel corrosion causes expansion and cventuidly leads to delamination of the adjacent

concrete. Fkml visual cvidencc of &mage may appear in the form of surface spalling. The amount

of chloride required to initiate corrosion depends on the pH of the solution in contact wirh the steel.

Comparatively small quantities are needed to offset the alkalinity of PonJand Cernem. 1[has

similar properties as road salt and is hydroscopic in nature (see attached MSDS sheet).

DISCUSSION

WETS has observed that spills of LiCl onto concrete flooring around air drying units because of

sys(cm malfunction ancVoroperator problems have degraded the concrete and the reinforcement

(i.e. rebar). RFETS has obsencd concrete degradation that appears to emana~e horn the areas of

LiCl spills. We have visually obsemed delamination of the concrete and cmrosion of some areas

of the concrete paur-pan on the underside of the second floor slab in Building 776/777.
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September 26, 1995

We have also obsemed that concrete core samples taken from around the air dying units in
Building 776/777 appear to have irttemal fractures representative of imbedded rebar comosion.

The pH of these samples ranges from 9.7 to 12.1. Not all of the degradation is visible, as painting

over and patching of concrete on the topof the slab as we]] as presence of a painted pour-pan on

the underside of the slab tend to mask this problem.

These air drying units are located on the second floor of the buildings in question. METS has

taAcensteps to limit access in the immediate vicinity of the air dying units. In addition,

administrative controls have been placed TOresrnct floor loading of and rcsuict access below

degraded areas. Continuing analysis and compensatory actions arc being implemented. For

example, RFETS is proceeding to structurally reinforce the worst affected areas in Building
776/777 as weil as confirming the role of LiC1 and its mechanism of attack on the structure, Plans

am also targeted at examining the generic implications of chemical spills on other on-site facilirics.

Finally, programmatic features will be rcview~ to ensure that root cause(s) are identified and that

the appropriate processes arc in place to preclude similar circumstances from happening in tie

future.

It appears that the degradation process is slow to develop. It takes time to depress the pH of the

concrete slab, more rime to decompose the protective oxide film, and then more time still [Ocomode

the reinforcement steel which subsequently results in concrete delamination. While the slabs in

Building 776/777 are not in danger of imminent coHapse. initiating events such as severe

mechanical vi bmtions (i.e. major vcntilarion fan imbalance) or high winds require us to resolve this

issue as expeditiously as possible by identifying the root cause(s) and long term comcctive actions.

We will keep you informed of rcsul~ and findings as they become available.

QUESTIONS
If there are arty questions or you need additional information, please contact Paul Golan at 303-

966-2879 or James

at 303-966-7417.
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